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Abstract

When interacting with objects through cameras, or pic-
tures, users often have a specific intent. For example, they
may want to perform a visual search. With most object de-
tection models relying on image pixels as their sole input,
undesired results are not uncommon. Most typically: lack
of a high-confidence detection on the object of interest, or
detection with a wrong class label. The issue is especially
severe when operating capacity-constrained mobile object
detectors on-device. In this paper we investigate techniques
to modulate mobile detectors to explicitly account for the
user intent, expressed as an embedding of a simple query.
Compared to standard detectors, query-modulated detec-
tors show superior performance at detecting objects for a
given user query. Thanks to large-scale training data syn-
thesized from standard object detection annotations, query-
modulated detectors also outperform a specialized referring
expression recognition system. Query-modulated detectors
can also be trained to simultaneously solve for both localiz-
ing a user query and standard detection, even outperform-
ing standard mobile detectors at the canonical COCO task.

1. Introduction

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have trans-
formed computer vision, enabling new use cases, as re-
search pushes the limits of accuracy and efficiency. Still,
on capacity-constrained mobile devices even the best per-
forming models can produce results mismatched to the user
intent. An example scenario is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The goal of this paper is to present a formulation for
building mobile object detectors that can leverage user
queries to significantly improve detection accuracy. This
new flavor of models and training procedures, named
Query-Modulated object Detectors (QMD), can even out-
perform traditional detectors when no query is available,
thanks to multitask learning. Computationally, Query-
Modulated Detectors are thus more efficient than traditional
detection models.
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Figure 1. Example use case for query-modulated detection: a user
points their phone at a group of objects, seeking information about
one of them. The model may not detect the object of interest, or
it may detect it with the wrong label. By explicitly taking into
account the user input, and actively searching for the requested
object, the model can correct the results, and detect the intended
object. Further along the pipeline, the phone might follow up with
nutrition information, or product reviews.

The main contributions of the paper are:
1) We introduce the notion of query-modulated detection,
the task of adapting an object detector computation to take
into account a user query.
2) We propose a way to train query-modulated detectors
directly using synthetic queries generated from large-scale
object detection datasets.
3) We present a multi-task training strategy to simultane-
ously solve for both the query-modulated detection task,
and the traditional object detection task.
4) We show that for query-modulated detection, query em-
beddings can be learned end-to-end, in a lightweight man-
ner, significantly reducing computational and memory costs
with respect to traditional visual grounding approaches, de-
pending on large language models such as BERT [5].
We validate our approach by comparing to standard object
detection and referring expression recognition models.



2. Related Works

In this section we review prior works that most closely
relate to our approach, arranging them into two classes: ob-
ject detection, and referring expression recognition.

Object detection. Object detection is one of the funda-
mental tasks in computer vision, solving for both localiz-
ing the objects, and classifying them using a closed set of
object labels. Modern object detection models are built as
convolutional neural networks and can be broadly divided
into two classes—one-stage and two-stage—according to
the model architecture. Two-stage detection methods [1, 4,
6,7,14,25,26] decompose object detection into object local-
ization and classification by first generating object region
proposals, and then refining and classifying those propos-
als. One-stage methods [13,15,17,22–24,30,38,40] accom-
plish localization and classification simultaneously, achiev-
ing much lower inference times with some accuracy degra-
dation. While some of the errors produced by capacity-
constrained mobile detectors could be addressed by explic-
itly taking into account the user intent, architectures capable
of doing so [33] have only been explored in the referring ex-
pression recognition and visual grounding literature.

Referring expression recognition. The goal of refer-
ring expression recognition is to unambiguously localize
an object, or a region in an image referred to by a natu-
ral language expression, which can be a word, a phrase,
a sentence or even a dialogue [3, 11, 18, 20, 21, 33, 36].
Similarly to object detection, existing referring-expression
recognition systems employ either two-stage, or one-stage
architectures. These are inspired by, or directly derived
from, the object detection literature. Two-stage frame-
works [18, 20, 31, 35–37] operate by first generating a set
of region candidates, and subsequently ranking these re-
gions according to the provided expression. The perfor-
mance of two-stage frameworks is largely capped by the
region proposal generation [29, 33], which is not trained
simultaneously with the candidates ranking module in an
end-to-end manner. One-stage methods [2, 27, 32–34, 39]
recently emerged as the preferred approach. These methods
directly regress a bounding box in accordance with the user
query. Such solutions typically rely on one-stage detection
architectures, such as YOLO [22–24] or SSD [17].

Referring Expression recognition is currently consid-
ered expensive. First, data acquisition is costly: for each
given object of interest, multiple referring expressions need
to be collected and validated by different annotators [11].
Second, computationally expensive NLP models such as
BERT [5] need to be used to process the verbal expres-
sions. On the other hand, [11] reports that 50% of the re-
ferring expressions in their study is composed only of a

noun, while 82% of the remaining ones uses only one ad-
ditional attribute, most typically the object coarse location
(e.g. left, right, bottom). In other words, 91% of the ob-
jects can be correctly localized with referring expressions
as simple as an object label, plus an optional coarse loca-
tion. A basic referring expression recognition system could
thus be directly trained on existing large-scale object detec-
tion datasets, by synthesizing the referring expressions from
the groundtruth bounding-box annotations, and stripping all
NLP processing. Such an approach could be built on top of
high-performance object-detection training pipelines, and
scaled through inexpensive data annotation pipelines. In
other words, it’d come almost for free.

3. Approach
In this paper we formulate the problem of referring-

expression recognition in the context of object detection,
and refer to it as Query-Modulated Detection. We focus
on simple yet effective queries, consisting of an object
label, plus an optional coarse location (e.g. “top-right”).
Similarly to referring expression recognition, we assume
that when a user provides a given query, the target object
must be present in the image. In contrast to referring ex-
pression recognition models: 1) We directly train on syn-
thetic queries from common object detection datasets. 2)
We employ a multi-task training strategy to optimize si-
multaneously for both standard object detection and query-
modulated detection. 3) Since we focus on a closed vocab-
ulary with a limited set of words (the set of labels supported
by the detector), we optionally replace BERT embeddings
with inexpensive K-Hot binary encodings, and learn the
query embedding end-to-end. Furthermore, while visual
referring expression recognition is traditionally a single-
object localization problem (there exists one and only one
image region corresponding to the expression), our setting
is slightly more challenging, as we ask the model to detect
all the objects corresponding to the given query

The architecture for our model is shown in Fig. 2. It
features two inputs: the image (in blue), and the query en-
coding (in red). Similarly to [33], an embedding for the
query is computed by two fully-connected layers (w1 and
w2), followed by a `2-normalization. The query embedding
is then tiled and concatenated to the last convolutional fea-
ture maps (also `2-normalized), before the box predictor. A
1×1 convolution is then employed to fuse the query with the
image features. Finally, the fused feature maps are passed
to a canonical SSD box predictor [17].

3.1. Query Synthesis

As discussed in Sec. 2, 91% of the objects in the ReferIt
dataset [11] can be correctly localized with referring ex-
pressions as simple as the object label, plus an optional
coarse location. We thus propose to generate simple syn-
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Figure 2. The Query-Modulated Detector (QMD) architecture, and its multi-task training pipeline. The reserved [1, 1, . . . , 1] query triggers
standard object detection. All other values are treated as detection queries. A query is represented by a k-hot encoding, and is divided in
two parts: the label encoding, and the location encoding. During training the model alternates between detecting the objects referred by
randomly synthesized queries, and standard object detection.

thetic referring expressions from standard object detection
groundtruth annotations, provided by large-scale datasets
such as Open Images [12] and COCO [16]. Specifically,
we focus on referring expressions containing the categorical
label of the object, plus an optional coarse spatial location
(e.g. “on the right”). Differently from the referring expres-
sion recognition literature, we ask our models to detect all
objects matching a given expression, as in our case more
than one object may be associated to the expression. We
also allow for queries containing multiple object labels at
the same time, e.g. all clothing labels, or all vehicles labels.
For brevity, we use the term query to indicate such loose
referring expressions, and use the term “query-modulated
detection” to indicate the task. We focus on the following
three types of queries, which can be directly synthesized
and evaluated on object-detection datasets:

• Single-Label Detection (SLD). Detect all objects for a
single label, sampled from the image groundtruth.

• K-Label Detection (KLD). Detect all objects for K ran-
dom labels, obtained by independently sampling (with
probability 0.5) each label from the image groundtruth.

• Localized-Label Detection (LLD). Detect all objects
for a single random label, and a coarse spatial loca-

tion. Both the label and the coarse location are sam-
pled from the image groundtruth.

3.1.1 Localized-Label Detection Query Synthesis

In this section we provide the details of the approach used
to synthesize LLD queries. Based on the spatial distribution
in [11] (Fig. 3), and to reflect the way users typically refer
to spatial locations, we employ a few predefined slices for
each axis of a standard 4 × 4 grid. As shown in Fig. 3,
we use 3 reference overlapping slices for the y-axis: {top,
center, bottom}, and 5 partially overlapping slices for the
x-axis: far-left, left, center, right, far-right}. For brevity,
we refer to those as y-slices and x-slices. Furthermore, for
each axis we also employ an additional all slice, to indicate
a lack of constraint on that axis. A location constraint is
finally defined as the product of a y-slice constraint, and a
x-slice constraint. E.g. (top, right), (bottom, left), (all, left).

As in [11], we assume the user would provide a location
constraint only if it is necessary to correctly identify the tar-
get object. For example, if the user wants to indicate the car
in the image, and the image contains only one car instance,
location constraints are not necessary to correctly detect the
desired object. Furthermore, we assume that the user will



select the spatial constraint that most clearly identify the ob-
ject of interest. For example, if both far-right, right, and all
are valid x-slices, we assume the user would pick the most
informative one, namely: far-right.

More formally, we adopt the following approach to syn-
thesize LLD queries from the image groundtruth:

1. Randomly select a target label, among the labels in the
image groundtruth, and prune out all boxes not from
this label.

2. If the target label contains more than one object in-
stance in the image:

(a) Randomly select one of the instances as the final
target.

(b) Select the tightest (y-slice, x-slice) constraint
containing the target instance. In case of mul-
tiple possible solutions, select the one containing
the least number of groundtruth boxes. E.g. if the
target object lies in the overlap between the cen-
ter, and right x-slices, select the one containing
the least number of groundtruth boxes.

3. Finally, prune all remaining boxes not contained in the
selected (y-slice, x-slice) constraint .
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Figure 3. Grid and reference x-slices (horizontal axis), and y-
slices (vertical axis). A 4 × 4 grid is divided into 3 overlapping
slices on the y axis, and 5 overlapping slices on the x axis. Addi-
tional two slices fully covering each axis are used to denote lack
of constraints on that axis.

We use IntersectionOverArea ≥ 0.9 as the criteria for
considering a box as contained in a cell grid. Namely the
intersection between the box and the grid, divided by the
box area should be at least 0.9.

3.2. Query encoding

We represent user queries using k-hot encodings. For
label encoding, given an object detection problem with C
classes, we use a C-dimensional binary vector, where each
bit indicates a given class label, and a value of 1 indi-
cates that all objects from that class need to be localized.

For location encoding, we again use a binary representa-
tion. We use the first 3 bits to represent the y-slice, and
the next 5 bits to represent the x-slice, and the all-ones en-
coding to represent the lack of constraints on the y-axis,
or the x-axis. For example, (top, right) is represented
by the [1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0] encoding, (all, far-right) is repre-
sented by the encoding [1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1], and the complete
lack of constraints (all, all) is represented by the encoding:
[1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1]. The final k-hot encoding is obtained by
concatenating the location encoding, to the label encoding.

With respect to BERT embeddings [5], k-hot encodings
are extremely efficient to compute and store, and do not in-
troduce any bias in how they model classes. BERT embed-
dings, on the other hand, incorporate extra prior knowledge,
since similar class names are supposed to have a closer dis-
tance in embedding space. We experimentally compare k-
hot encodings with BERT [5] embeddings in Sec. 4.9.

3.3. Multi-Task Training

A model trained solely to perform query-modulated de-
tection is not suitable as a stand-alone replacement of a stan-
dard object detector (see Sec. 4.5). The main reason is that
the model is trained only using queries for objects actually
present in the image. For example, when presented with an
image not containing the queried label, the modulated fea-
ture maps may “hallucinate” the desired object, returning
high-confidence boxes on unrelated objects. To address the
above issue, we introduce a new multi-task training strategy.
Specifically, for each training image we randomly switch,
with a given task switching ratio, between:

1. Query-modulated detection. Using a query synthe-
sized and encoded as described in 3.1.

2. Standard object detection. In this case the model is
provided the fixed [1, 1, 1, . . . , 1] query, activating all
labels regardless of the image groundtruth.

We call this approach the Query-Modulated object Detector
(QMD). The full architecture is depicted in Fig. 2. Experi-
mental results are provided in Sec. 4.

4. Experiments
4.1. Implementation details

We implemented our models in TensorFlow Object De-
tection API [10], using a RetinaNet [15] architecture with
both mobile and server-side backbones. For the mobile-
friendly models we employed a MobileNet-v2 [28], with
1.0 width multiplier, 320px resolution, L3-L7 128-d FPN-
Lite, and a fully convolutional box predictor with: weight-
sharing across scales, four 128-d layers, and depthwise-
separable convolutions. For the server models we employed
a ResNet-101 [8], with 1024px resolution, L3-L7 256-d



FPN, and a fully convolutional box predictor with four 256-
d layers per scale. For QMD, the query encoding is first
passed through 2 fully connected layers with 512 neurons
each, then `2-normalized, tiled and concatenated across the
spatial dimension of the `2-normalized FPN feature maps.
Finally, the concatenated features are fused together using a
1× 1 convolution, and fed to the box predictor.

4.2. Datasets

The ReferIt dataset [11] comprises 19,894 images, an-
notated with 130,525 expressions spanning 96,654 distinct
objects. We employ the standard 9,000, 1,000 and 10,000
split from [9] for training, validation, and test respectively.
The COCO dataset [16] is a 80-class common object detec-
tion dataset. We use the 2017 version of the dataset. Since
the test annotations are not released and our evaluation pro-
tocol differs from the official one, we perform all our evalu-
ations on the validation set. Open Images Detection (OID)
v4 [12] is a large-scale, large-vocabulary dataset, composed
of more than 1.7M training, 40K validation, and 125K test
images, spanning 600 different classes. Since the test set
annotations are made available, for this dataset we report
metrics as measured on the test set (except where specified).

4.3. Metrics

To evaluate accuracy we adopt the following metrics:

1. Detection (DET): standard mAP for object detection.

2. Query-modulated detection. In this setting the model
is asked to detect all objects for a given query. The im-
age is guaranteed to contain at least one object match-
ing the query. We report the AP measured when solv-
ing for SLD, KLD, or LLD.

Since for query-modulated detection the target label is
provided as an input to the model, it is superfluous to
evaluate the model labeling accuracy. After pruning the
groundtruth with the desired label, we thus assign the re-
maining groundtruth and all detected boxes to one single
class-agnostic label, and evaluate the predictions in a class-
agnostic fashion. Following the standard protocol, COCO
(m)AP is computed using the standard set of [.5:.95] IOUs,
while Open-Images (m)AP is computed with the Open Im-
age V2 metric [19] using 0.5 IOU.

4.4. ReferIt and post-processing baselines for SLD

Why not just using a referring expression model? As
a first experiment to motivate our approach, we use the
COCO 2017 validation set as the target dataset, and com-
pare two obvious baselines to perform query-modulated de-
tection. Namely: 1) Evaluating a model specifically trained
for general referring expression recognition [33]; 2) Post-
processing a standard object detector to retain only the
boxes specified by the user query.

Baseline SLD AP SLD AR@1
Object Detector + Post-processing 47.72 26.32
ReferIt Model [33] 12.19 12.23

Table 1. We compare the performance of a One-Stage BERT Re-
ferring Expressions model [33] trained on ReferIt [11] to a simple
post-processed object detector, on the subset of the COCO valida-
tion that only contains ReferIt entities (labels). See text for details.

For this experiment, we focus on the single label detec-
tion (SLD) metric, as object labels are the most important
and common form of referring expressions [11], and cor-
rectly recognizing them is a necessary condition for recog-
nizing more complex ones.

As a referring expression recognizer baseline, we re-
implement the One-Stage BERT referring expression recog-
nition model [33], and train it on the ReferIt [11] dataset.
Specifically, we use a one-stage SSD architecture with a
ResNet-101 backbone at 320px, with query fusion and spa-
tial encoding features, as in [33]. For query embedding we
use a 768-d BERT embedding from the CLS token. Also,
similarly to [33] we employ several augmentations to avoid
over-fitting on this small training set: random brightness,
hue, saturation, contrast, gray-scale and random crop aug-
mentations. We use a COCO pre-trained feature extractor
and froze all layers, only training the fusion and box predic-
tor modules. Since we are aiming at evaluating the model
on detection data, we neither add a softmax non-linearity
across all anchors, nor do we optimize the anchors on the
ReferIt dataset (as done by [33]). This model achieves
57.1% top-1 accuracy on ReferIt [11]. This is slightly in-
ferior1 to the 59.3% reported in [33], but far above the other
approaches benchmarked in [33], so we feel it is a compa-
rable reproduction.

For the second baseline, we train a standard ResNet101-
SSD detector on COCO (Row 5 in Table 2) and post-process
its outputs by pruning all detections except for that of the
query class.

For a fair evaluation, we only use the subset of the COCO
validation set containing the 73 COCO labels that also ap-
pear in the ReferIt vocabulary (everything except baseball
bat/glove, fire hydrant, hair drier, hot dog, parking meter,
tennis racket). This corresponds to 4,926 validation images.

Results are shown in Table 1. The post-processed object
detector handily outperforms the ReferIt model in both SLD
AP and Recall@1. Besides the ReferIt training set being
much smaller than COCO (9,000 images vs 118,287) and
the dataset shift, this could possibly due also to the ReferIt
model being trained with only a single box associated to
each query. This last factor can be excluded by noting that

1The delta is possibly explained by the absence of soft-max across an-
chors, the lack of anchors customization, as well as the lack of fine-tuning
of the feature extractor.



Average Recall @ 1 is also much lower with respect to the
COCO model. This metric considers only one single top-
confident box for each (query, image) pair.2

To summarize, ReferIt models have poor generalization
abilities due to the very limited number of training sam-
ples, and severely under-perform a simple post-processing
baseline. This motivates developing query-modulated de-
tectors that can directly be trained on large-scale detection
datasets.

4.5. Single Task Query-Modulated Detector

In this Section we discuss the results achieved by QMD
trained solely to solve for query-modulated detection. We
consider both mobile and server models, and perform exper-
iments on both COCO-17 and Open Images Detection v4,
for both object-detection, and query-modulated detection.
In Table 2 we report the SLD AP, KLD AP and detection

Dataset Backbone Model SLD AP KLD AP DET mAP
OID MobileNetV2 Detector 51.3 45.4 27.3
OID MobileNetV2 QMD 67.6 57.2 1.4
COCO MobileNetV2 Detector 28.9 25.6 22.6
COCO MobileNetV2 QMD 33.4 28.0 9.8
COCO ResNet101 Detector 47.7 44.0 38.9
COCO ResNet QMD 49.6 46.1 22.7

Table 2. Single-Task results on OID and COCO. For SLD / KLD
models are asked to put boxes on objects belonging to specific
label(s) in each image. Labels are selected among those appearing
in the groundtruth. For the standard detector this is obtained by
pruning all detections from labels other than the requested one(s).

mAP achieved by these models on the the OID test set, and
the COCO validation set. As a baseline, we report the per-
formance of a standard object detector using the same ar-
chitecture hyper-parameters (feature extractor, input resolu-
tion, FPN layers, etc.). To solve for SLD, and KLD using
a standard object detector, predictions are pruned to retain
only those matching the classes specified in the query. All
detections are then mapped to a single class.

To evaluate the ability of QMD to operate also as a
standard object detector we also compare the COCO mAP
achieved on the task of detecting all objects in the im-
age. For QMD this is achieved by activating all labels on
all images, using a [1, 1, 1, . . . , 1] query. By modulating
the FPN activations to focus on the queried objects, the
MobileNet-based QMD is able to outperform the object de-
tector by +16.3% SLD AP on OID, and +4.5% SLD AP on
COCO. The ResNet model still improves COCO SLD AP
by +1.9%. On the other hand, in the standard detection set-

2For example, if the dataset contained only one image with three
ground-truth “car” boxes, and for the “car” query the ReferIt model pre-
dicted only one box on one single car, while the COCO model predicted
three boxes on three cars, the AR@1 for the two models would be identi-
cal.

ting, triggered by the [1, 1, 1, . . . , 1] query, the single-task
QMD severly underperforms the standard object detector.

The main advantage of QMD with respect to post-
processing a standard object detector is that QMD is trained
for actively “searching” the desired object(s) in the image.
This is particularly important for large-vocabilary datasets
like OID, where the box classification problem is consider-
ably harder compared to COCO, and post-processing might
not be enough to confidently and stably surface the objects
belonging to the user-requested class.

To summarize, QMD significantly outperforms the post-
processing baseline for SLD and KLD. This is especially
true for large-vocabulary problems, where class-confusion
is a more important issue. However, single-task training is
not directly suitable for solving standard object detection.

4.6. Multi-Task Query-Modulated Detector

In this Section we analyze the performance achieved by
QMD trained for both query-modulated detection and stan-
dard object detection, as described in Section 3.3.

Dataset Backbone Model SLD AP KLD AP DET mAP
OID MobileNetV2 Detector 51.3 45.4 27.3
OID MobileNetV2 QMD 63.1 51.5 27.4
COCO MobileNetV2 Detector 28.9 25.6 22.6
COCO MobileNetV2 QMD 32.0 27.8 23.3
COCO ResNet101 Detector 47.7 44.0 38.9
COCO ResNet QMD 50.0 46.5 38.6

Table 3. Multi-Task results on OID and COCO. QMD matches
Detector DET mAP, while outperforming on SLD and KLD AP.

Results for OID-v4 and COCO-17 are summarized in
Table 3. With multi-task training QMD is able to match
the standard detector DET mAP, while still providing large
gains on SLD / KLD (+11.8% on OID). As shown in Fig. 4,
by conditioning on the desired labels, QMD is able to detect
the desired objects even when they are missed, or wrongly
labelled when using the model as a multi-class detector. For
a per-class analysis of the results, please refer to the supple-
mentary material.

To summarize, it is possible to augment an object de-
tector with the ability of leveraging user queries to signif-
icantly improve SLD and KLD AP for the desired labels,
while preserving the DET mAP when no query is specified.

4.7. Efficiency Analysis

In this Section we provide an analysis of QMD effi-
ciency compared to post-processing a standard object de-
tector. Similarly to [30], for both QMD and the standard de-
tector baseline we simultaneously scale up the model width,
depth, and resolution. When scaling the model width, we
increase the width multiplier for backbone, FPN, and box
predictor. When scaling the model depth we increase the
number of layers in the box predictor. Specifically, with
D ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, we set:
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Left: results using a standard object detector. Right: results with Multi-Task QMD. First row: object detection results. Second row: SLD
results, with the corresponding query.

• width multiplier = 1.22D

• layers(box predictor) = 4 +D

• resolution = 320 + 64 ∗D
D = 0 corresponds to models in Table 3. For each subse-
quent D value, FLOPs are approximately doubled (Fig. 5).
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Figure 5. COCO SLD AP and DET mAP for QMD and a standard
Detector, when varying FLOPs. The FLOPs axis is in log-scale.

We observe that: 1) QMD FLOPs overhead WRT stan-
dard detectors is between 6.8% (372.7B vs 349B - slowest
model) and 7.4% (2.02B vs 1.88B - fastest model). 2) For
all considered computational budgets, QMD outperforms
the vanilla-detector on both SLD AP and DET mAP. We
attribute the DET task efficiency gains to the SLD task pos-
itively affecting the DET task during multi-task training.
3) QMD achieves the same SLD AP of the largest vanilla-
detector (40.9%), with 39x less FLOPS (9B vs 349B).

To summarize, QMD is largely more efficient compared
to traditional object detectors for the SLD task. Thanks to
multi-task training, it is also equally or more efficient for
the standard COCO DET task.

4.8. Localized Label Detection

In this Section we report the performance of QMD when
trained to perform Localized Label Detection (LLD). For

this experiment we only use MobileNetV2 backbones and,
as for the ReferIt model in Section 4.4, we use the spatial
encoding from [33]. As reported in Table 4, adding loca-

Dataset Model LLD AP SLD AP KLD AP DET mAP
OID Detector 55.4 51.3 45.4 27.3
OID QMD 68.1 62.5 50.0 27.4
COCO Detector 31.1 28.9 25.6 22.6
COCO QMD 35.9 32.4 28.0 23.5

Table 4. Localized Label Detection results on OID and COCO.
All models use a MobileNetV2 backbone. QMD is trained in a
multi-task fashion, to solve for both LLD and DET.

tion constraints further improves the results for all models
with respect to SLD. This is expected, as we are making
the problem even simpler by constraining the area where
the objects of interest are searched. Still, similarly to Sec-
tion 4.6, the improvement from SLD to LLD is larger for
QMD than for Detector (+5.6% | +3.5% on OID | COCO
for QMD, vs +4.1% | +2.2% for Detector), even though
QMD SLD baseline is higher (62.5% | 32.4% on OID |
COCO, vs 51.3% | 28.9% for Detector). Visualizations for
the localized queries and the corresponding results are pro-
vided in the supplementary material.

To summarize, while coarse location constraints can be
used to further improve accuracy for all models, QMD is
more effective at leveraging them.

4.9. Ablation studies

We provide here several ablation studies, analyzing the
impact of model and training hyper-parameters. All experi-
ments in this section are performed on the COCO and OID
validation sets.

SLD vs KLD training. We consider two different QMD
training policies, corresponding to the SLD, and KLD met-
rics. In the SLD case, training queries are built by sam-
pling one single label from the image groundtruth, with em-
beddings build as 1-hot vectors. In the KLD case, training



queries are built by sampling each groudtruth label with a
probability of 0.5, with embeddings built as k-hot vectors.
All experiments for this study are performed using only the
MobileNetV2 backbone, and only on the COCO 2017 vali-
dation set. To minimize noise, we only perform this ablation
on the single-task QMD model.

Training SLD AP KLD AP
SLD (1-hot) 33.3 20.0
KLD (k-hot) 33.4 28.7

Table 5. Single-Task MobileNetV2 QMD AP, training with 1-
hot and k-hot, on COCO 2017. All evaluation results are re-
ported on the validation set.

Results in Table 5 show that KLD-training largely out-
performs SLD for the KLD task, while also matching or
outperforming SLD-training for the SLD task. We thus
adopt KLD as the standard training for all experiments in
Sections 4.6 to 4.8.

BERT embeddings. We analyze how BERT [5] embed-
dings compare to binary 1-hot / k-hot embeddings. As
in Section 4.4, BERT embeddings are computed by pass-
ing the textual label to BERT, and extracting the CLS to-
ken. KLD BERT embeddings are obtained by averaging
the BERT embeddings of the k labels.

Training/Evaluation
BERT Type SLD/SLD SLD/KLD KLD/SLD KLD/KLD

Mobile (192) 33.4 13.1 33.0 28.0
Base (768) 33.4 18.6 32.7 27.9

Large (1024) 33.3 18.4 32.8 28.3

Table 6. Single-Task QMD results using BERT embeddings.
For KLD, BERT embeddings of the k labels are simply averaged.

In Table 6 we provide detailed results for different mo-
bile and server BERT embeddings. Increasing the embed-
ding size from 192 to 768, or 1024 does not significantly
improve results. Furthermore, comparing results in Ta-
ble 6 with those in Table 5 shows that in our closed-world
object-detection settings, binary 1-hot / k-hot embeddings
achieve similar or better performance than BERT embed-
dings. Please note that binary 1-hot / k-hot embeddings are
much cheaper to compute and store with respect to their
BERT counterpart. Based on the above observations we em-
ploy binary 1-hot / k-hot embeddings throughout the paper.

Detection Task Sampling Ratio. Figure 6 shows the ef-
fect of varying the detection task sampling ratio during
training, for both COCO and OID validation sets. The opti-
mal value is dataset dependent. For both datasets and most
choices of the task ratio QMD SLD AP is largely better than
Detector SLD AP. On the COCO dataset, multi-task train-
ing improves also the DET mAP for most values.
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Figure 6. Effect of varying the training detection task sampling
ratio on the COCO 2017 and OID v4 validation sets.

5. Conclusions

In this work we presented a formulation to build object
detectors that can be queried for detecting specific objects
of interest. We focused on simple queries containing only
the class label(s) of the object(s) of interest, and option-
ally a coarse location. We described how to synthesize and
encode such queries from standard object detection annota-
tions. We demonstrated that a ReferIt model does not gen-
eralize well to large-scale object detection problems, and
is outperformed by a simple detector plus post-processing
baseline. We showed how the post-processing baseline is in
turn largely outperformed by Query-Modulated Detectors.
This is particularly true on large-vocabulary datasets, where
class-confusion is a more severe issue. We also showed how
by jointly training for both standard object-detection and
query-modulated detection, one can efficiently and simulta-
neously solve both problems. Thanks to multi-task training,
QMD even improves performance on the original COCO
object-detection task. Finally, we showed how for QMD,
a simple k-hot query encoding performs equally to BERT,
while being much cheaper to compute and store. Our for-
mulation is generic and can potentially support other types
of queries, and query embeddings. In the future we plan
to investigate training QMD on more complex queries, still
synthesized from large-scale object detection datasets.
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